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Saturday 27th October saw four yachts line up at 10am for the first Long Distance Pennant. The 

course set was Port Huon to Cygnet to Brooks Bay and return to Port Huon. It was cloudy, cold and 

promised rain and stronger winds for most of the race. The start got under way into a westerly of 10-

15 knots allowing all boats a beam 

reach to Brabizon Point. Another Girl, 

Another Planet, French Connection and 

Gem were milling around before the 

start but The Yoop was not in sight 

when the 5 minute siren sounded. The 

Yoop appeared out of Riseleys Bay with 

full sail up ready to race at 4 minutes to 

start time. The first three crossed the 

start line well and The Yoop was only 2 

minutes after the start signal. A good 

result on their part. 

Shortly after the boats disappeared around Brabizon Point, the rain set in and the wind gradually 

increased. A call from French Connection at 1.15pm alerted the starters that the fleet was making 

fast time and would soon be back. The wind by this time was from the SW at 20-25 knots, at the 

time French Connection was at Surges Bay and doing 7 knots. Heavy rain obscured the boats until 

abeam of Bullock Point. French Connection crossed the line at 1.32pm and Another Girl, Another 

Planet had a burst of speed from a big gust of wind as they surged for the finish line and crossed just 

6 minutes later. The Yoop also looked an impressive sight as she finished at 1.49pm. Shortly after 

Gem called in to say they were pulling out of the race due to gear failure. 

As is usual, the wind and weather gods had been toying with the fleet, because by the time the boats 

returned to their respective moorings the sun had come out and the wind gradually abated.  

Thursday 1st November sees the commencement of the Twilight races with the first yacht starting at 

6pm. Sunday 4th November is the first of the McLaren races which will be starting at Port Cygnet and 

goes to the Port Huon finish line via Brooks Bay and Waterloo. A cruise to the Cygnet area, for the 

non-racing members, has been suggested for the Saturday to cheer on our club members. Another 

season has well and truly started. Yay! 


